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Abstract. Heavy ion injection events (registered in the
C+/N+/O+ mass channel) into the ionosphere at 1700 km
height are surveyed using the Swedish-German Freja satellite
data. Heavy ion injections from the inner magnetosphere are
mostly found in the nightside sector with a few exceptions
that occur on the dayside. We report on these exceptional
cases, particularly two specific events which seem to have a
different generation/transport mechanism of heavy ions from
the majority of cases: 1) mono-energetic heavy ion injection
near local noon with oxygen first and protons later; and 2)
a multiple heavy ion dispersion event at 9 MLT. Both events
are unique without any similar events in terms of dispersion
pattern during the more than 2 years of the entire Freja op-
eration, and these events are found during the main phase of
major magnetic storms (peakDst is −144 nT and−105 nT).
The first event is probably of dayside origin but the exact
mechanism to make both energy filter and mass filter is un-
known. The second event can be traced back to one local-
ized energization of dense oxygen with strong pitch-angle
anisotropy within 1000 km distance from the spacecraft.

Key words. Ionosphere (Particle precipitation, Ion chem-
istry and composition) – Magnetosphere (Magnetospheric
configuration and dynamics)

1 Introduction

Magnetospheric heavy ion injections into the ionosphere
have rarely been discussed although they were already de-
tected in the early 1970’s (Shelley et al., 1972). One reason
for this lack of reports may be related to the fact that no past
low-altitude (<3000 km) satellite except for Freja (Lundin
et al., 1994) and FAST (Carlson et al., 1998) had simulta-
neous mass and pitch angle resolution for the important en-
ergy range 0.1–10 keV (typical for injecting plasma), so that
one could not distinguish the composition of precipitating
particles. Yet, some of the plasma injections into the iono-
sphere reported in the past (without mass spectrometers) are
considered to contain substantial heavy ions. We pedagog-
ically call them O+ but they could also contain N+, C+ or
Na+ (Chappell et al., 1982; Yau et al., 1993) because their
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location and multiple energy characteristics suggest that the
source is the opposite hemisphere or (oxygen-rich) ring cur-
rent region (Quinn and McIlwain, 1979; Winningham et al.,
1984; Bosqued et al., 1986; Mauk, 1986; Frahm et al., 1986;
Hirahara et al., 1997). Since the escape of ionospheric ions
is a common feature over the polar region in the form of ion
beams or conics (e.g. Lundin et al., 1987; Norqvist et al.,
1998; Moore et al., 1999), and since the inner magnetosphere
is eventually filled with heavy ions during magnetic storms
(Hamilton et al., 1988; Blanc et al., 1999), it is not surprising
to observe heavy ion injections into the ionosphere from the
inner magnetosphere.

Therefore, low-altitude identification and classification of
heavy ion injections into the ionosphere are needed. Al-
though Freja’s altitude (1700 km) is not sufficiently low
to extract the influx into the ionosphere from all downgo-
ing ions, and although Freja’s inclination (63◦) is not high
enough to cover the entire injection region, it provides a
unique opportunity to extend our knowledge of global oxy-
gen (or heavy ion) circulation.

Freja’s three-dimensional ion composition spectrometer
(TICS) provides high spatial/temporal resolution (about 80 m
or 10 ms per energy step, and 3 km or 0.4 s per energy sweep)
data for heavy ions and protons (Eliasson et al., 1994) with
30% energy resolution in its normal mode. Although it
sometimes suffers from contamination from protons (this is
inevitable for almost all mass-resolving ion spectrometers
when the flux is high), it is capable of identifying primarily
injecting species between proton and heavy ions, as shown
in Fig. 1 (see the next section for details). Using this capa-
bility, various types of non-cusp proton injections observed
by Freja are summarized by Hultqvist (2002) and the cusp
injections by Norberg et al. (1994). However, the heavy ion
injections observed by Freja have not been reported in the
past.

We first briefly show an example and local time distribu-
tion of the heavy ion injection events. We then show two
unique events which are found at unusual locations (both in
dayside) with quite different characteristics from the major-
ity of injections (i.e. nightside events). The first event is in-
tense simultaneous ion injections in the post-noon ring cur-
rent region with O+ preceding H+ at a narrow energy band,
and the other event comprises multiple injections of heavy
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Fig. 1. Freja heavy ion (0.01–10 keV), proton (0.01–10 keV), and electron (0.03–20 keV) spectrograms of commonly-found ion injections
near or equatorward of the nightside auroral zone:(a) With heavy ions dominant (orbit 1652);(b) With protons dominant (orbit 1313). We
chose a sector that covers the pitch angles (P/A) best for ions, and two sectors which are mostly parallel to the magnetic field (within 45 deg
of the magnetic field) for electrons. CGLat=corrected geomagnetic latitude. Note that the legend “oxygen” (same for the other figures)
means heavy ions and might contain N+ and other heavy ions because the instrument cannot distinguish between them. We simply interpret
them as oxygen of ionospheric origin.

ions, probably starting at the same time, from a single source
very close to the satellite altitude. No similar phenomenon
has been found during more than 2 years of Freja observa-
tion, nor has it been reported in the past.

2 Ordinary heavy ion injection events

Figure 1a shows an example of commonly-observed heavy
ion injection events near the auroral zone. For reference we
also show an example of commonly-observed proton injec-
tions in the auroral zone in Fig. 1b. Electron data (Boehm
et al., 1994) is included to show the location relative to
the region of thermal unstructured electrons at several keV
range, which is traditionally called the central plasma sheet:
CPS (Winningham et al., 1975; Woch and Lundin, 1993).
While proton injections can be found in the entire auroral
zone, heavy ion injections are found mostly inside or equa-
torward of the CPS. Heavy ion injections inside and around

the auroral zone are mostly without consistent (or smooth
monotonic) energy dispersion (i.e. the energy is either con-
stant or fluctuating for more than 30 s) in 30% energy res-
olution data. For the case in Figure 1a, none of the injec-
tions at 07:57:35 UT (for 25 s), 07:58:25 UT (for 35 s), and
07:59:55 UT (for more than 90 s) has monotonic dispersion,
and hence they cannot be a simple time-of-flight signature
(particles with high field-aligned velocity arrive first and par-
ticles with slow field-aligned velocity arrive later when they
have the same source region). These injections must instead
reflect the source structure and/or non-uniform convection
(cf. Winningham et al., 1984).

The global distribution of the heavy ion injections from
the Freja data (more than 6000 traversals, inclination 63◦) is
shown in Fig. 2. In this figure, however, we just simply show
the distribution of “clear” or “strong” examples of heavy
ion injections (types of Fig. 1a), and we exclude simultane-
ous proton and oxygen injections (e.g. cusp during magnetic
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storms, McFadden et al., 2003) to completely exclude the
contamination effect, i.e. we selected events in which the
peak of counts is found in the oxygen mass channel (proton
is a minor component) for a given energy and time. There-
fore, we may underestimate the number of oxygen injection
events.

As is obvious from Fig. 2, the heavy ion injection events
are found mainly on the nightside, whereas a very small por-
tion of the heavy ion injection events is found on the day-
side. Since almost all the oxygen injections are found inside
or equatorward of the CPS even in traversals that cover the
entire auroral oval and the polar cap boundary, the low in-
clination (63◦) of the orbit does not affect this result very
much, even though the chances of passing the dayside au-
roral oval are reduced. Meanwhile, the orbital coverage by
Freja is uniform along MLT in the auroral zone. Therefore,
the nightside preference is not an artifact of the orbit. The
nightside events shown in Fig. 1 have characteristics consis-
tent with the interpretations given by previous low-altitude
studies (Winningham et al., 1984; Frahm et al., 1986).

3 Unique events

In Fig. 2 one can recognize that only six out of 198 clear
injection events of heavy ions are found in the midday sec-
tor. Two of these six events (orbit #6651 an orbit #1103)
have unique characteristics. We have never detected anything
similar during more than 2 years of Freja observations at all
MLT. The rest of the paper is dedicated to reporting these
events.

3.1 Midday heavy ion injection event

The first exceptional example is shown in Fig. 3. It took
place on 21 February 1994 (orbit #6651) when the interplan-
etary and magnetospheric activity was extremely high with
strong dawnward IMF (Yamauchi et al., 1996b). The geo-
magnetic condition during and previous to this traversal is
given in Fig. 4a.

Nearly mono-energetic heavy ion injection (0.3–1 keV
range) is observed at 13 MLT (13:31:30 UT). The cusp is
significantly shifted dawnward during this event (seen until
13:27:30 UT) (Yamauchi et al., 1996b), and these heavy ions
are eventually found in the afternoon sector far from the cusp.
Both the injection location and the dispersion are similar to
those of a stagnant plasma injection (SPI) event (Yamauchi
et al, 1993), but the event is different in composition from
SPI which is mainly composed of protons. In fact, SPI is
recognized at 13:28:25-13:29:20 UT in the proton channel.

The heavy ion injection is immediately followed by a pro-
ton injection at 10–30 eV, and the energy ratio between these
two species at any given time is constant at about 15–20.
Since the simultaneous appearance suggests that they have
the same velocity at each moment, the heavy ion is most
likely O+ (mass ratio 16) rather than N+ (mass ratio 14) or
C+ (mass ratio 12), if the heavy ions and H+ originate from

Fig. 2. Distribution of heavy ion injections observed by Freja. Each
traversal with injection events (clear cases only) is registered in one
1◦

×1 h bin, and the total number of traversals with injection events
are plotted as squares (scaled by the size of the square). The number
with # is the orbit number.

the same region. This event took place during the storm time
when N+ was expected to be nearly as rich as O+ in the mag-
netosphere (Yau et al., 1993); yet the energy band (width in
%) of injecting ions is about the same for proton and heavy
ions, indicating that one species (O+) dominated among C+,
N+ and O+.

With an energy of the downgoing ions of≈300 eV
(60 km/s for O+) and the dispersion curve, i.e. the en-
ergy decrease from 0.32 keV at 13:31:30 to 0.18 keV at
13:32:06, the time-of-flight distance is estimated to be
h≈1 Re (=1T ∗V 1∗V 2/1V , whereV 1 is the starting down-
ward velocity, V 2 is the downward velocity after time
duration of injection1T , and 1V =V 1−V 2, e.g. Klet-
zing and Torbert, 1994). The velocity filter distance
(=h∗Vsatellite/Vconvection) is then estimated to be at least
>10 Re. The latter means that the source must be either in
the equatorial region or in the opposite hemisphere at around
the same latitude (68 CGLat or L=7). As a third alternative
the source could be spatially dispersive. One cannot estimate
the source distance in the last case.

The peculiarity of this event is that the heavy ions are reg-
istered first (at higher latitude) before protons are registered
(at lower latitude). The time lag (or spatial separation) is
seen even in the faint precursor at 13:31:10–13:31:30 UT
in the oxygen channel and at 13:31:30–13:32:00 UT in the
proton channel. Looking at the entire injection event, the
average energy ratio between O+ and H+ is larger than the
mass ratio (i.e. fast O+ and slow H+). The observed pattern
(time/spatial lag with high energy ratio) is quite unusual. It
is also puzzling from a modeling viewpoint because a simple
finite (limited) temperature effect in the source region pro-
duces fast H+ and slow O+, i.e. the opposite pattern.

This unique observation raises two major questions: 1)
what is the source location/mechanism and 2) what is the
mass-filtering mechanism? If the source is bursty, we need to
know the mechanism which creates oxygen first and protons
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Fig. 3. Ion and electron spectrogram for Freja orbit 6651 (21 February 1994) with the same format as Fig. 1.Kp is 7+ and the solar wind is
extremely disturbed (IMF is as strong as 50 nT).

later. If the source is steady, we need to know the mechanism
that creates fast oxygen and slow protons.

To understand this unusual injection, we examine the gen-
eral paths and sources of heavy ions, as illustrated in Fig. 5.
The major sources of heavy ions known to date (Moore et
al., 1999, and references therein) are the dayside ionosphere
in the form of upgoing ions up to keV (marked (C) and (C2)
in the figure), the nightside ionosphere in the form of ion
beams or elevated conics over the auroral acceleration region
up to tens keV (marked (B2) in the figure), and the night-
side plasma sheet which is ultimately supplied from the iono-
sphere some time before (marked (A) and (B) in the figure).
When the source is on the nightside, the ions drift either (A)
eastward by theE×B drift or (B) westward by the gradient-
B/curvature drift, making the entire dawnside or duskside in-
ner magnetosphere rich in heavy ions. Such an oxygen-rich
magnetosphere is in fact a characteristic of major magnetic
storms (Blanc et al., 1999, and references therein). The day-
side source is either (C) the Northern Hemisphere or (C2) the
Southern Hemisphere.

The major magnetic storm condition during this period
(see Fig. 4) supports the idea that the observed heavy ions
might have come from the oxygen-rich ring current which
has ultimately drifted from the nightside. However, there are
some difficulties with this scenario.

The fate of the nightside source has been simulated by
Ebihara et al. (2001), and the result predicts a wedge-like
dispersion of trapped sub-keV particles. Although the simu-

lation needs to be improved to include mass separation dur-
ing the drift, the basic signature (e.g. dispersion curve and
pitch-angle distribution) should be preserved according to
the Cluster observation of sub-keV ring current ions (Ya-
mauchi et al., 2005). This wedge-like signature is quite dif-
ferent from the observed energy-latitude dispersion. Further-
more, if the observed heavy ions come from the nightside
(or oxygen-rich ring current), they must have been converted
from a nearly trapped population to a nearly downgoing pop-
ulation only at 13 MLT and only during this magnetic storm.
So far, to the authors’ knowledge, no successful theory exists
for such a process. The injection starting from O+ instead of
H+ (this is the major peculiarity) is another difficulty because
the drifting O+ and H+ are expected to have similar distribu-
tions (Ebihara, private communication, 2003) and hence we
expect to see H+ first and O+ later, if the scattering mecha-
nism works equally for both species. Therefore, we need an
additional mass-filtering mechanism during the drift, if the
source of this event is the nightside. The extremely high so-
lar wind dynamic pressure and/or extremely large dawnward
IMF during this period (Yamauchi et al., 1996b) might assist
such an unusual mass-filtering and scattering, but this is no
more than a speculation.

Therefore, we should consider explaining these oxygen
ions by a dayside origin, i.e. either (C) or (C2) in Fig. 5,
although we have no solid evidence to support the dayside
source. It is worthwhile to point out that the observed loca-
tion is in the vicinity of the conjugate region of the southern
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Fig. 4. AE and ASY indices (11-h plot) on(a) 21 February 1994
(cf. Fig. 3) and(b) 28 December 1992 (cf. Fig. 6). The thick verti-
cal line indicates the Freja observation of the injection event. Both
panels indicate major magnetic storms.

Fig. 5. Illustration of possible transport routes for the dayside heavy
ions: (A) EastwardE×B drift from the nightside; (B) Westward
gradient-B/curvature drift from nightside; (C) Dayside ionosphere.

cusp due to the unusually strong dawnward IMF. The day-
side cusp, cleft, and its prenoon side are large source regions
of ion escape from the ionosphere (Moore et al., 1999 and
references therein).

However, the dayside origin also has some difficulty. If the
observed heavy ions come from the opposite hemisphere, the
responsible escape mechanism should give both O+ and H+
the same velocity with narrow energy ranges. This charac-
teristic normally implies a velocity filter, but in this case we
expect that the ions which are slower than a certain veloc-
ity are lost through the polar cap and only fast ions can stay
within the closed magnetosphere. This is contrary to what
is observed. Another problem is why Freja never detected
the same type of events during its mission. To understand
the unknown mechanism that generates this unique injection
signature, we will have to wait until other spacecraft detect
similar events.

3.2 Heavy ion injection adjacent to the cusp

In Fig. 3, one can also recognize another clear heavy ion in-
jection at 13:27:20 UT, although it is fainter than the one dis-
cussed above (13:31:30 UT). Unlike the previous case, this
injection is found adjacent to and equatorward of the cusp
(which ends at 13:27:30 UT). Since O+ injection into the
cusp is a common phenomenon during magnetic storms ac-
cording to the FAST observations (McFadden et al., 2003),
one might connect this injection to the same type as the FAST
observations.

However it is not that simple. The heavy ion injection in
the cusp is always somewhat fainter in the Freja data than
in the FAST data. In other words, the downgoing heavy ion
detection by Freja is either shorter in duration or lower in flux
(or both) than that by FAST. As a consequence, the example
in Fig. 3 is the only observation of clear heavy ion injection
in the cusp with sufficient influx to separate from the proton
contamination among more than 100 Freja cusp traversals
(over more than two years).

More precisely, Freja detected a total of four “clear” cases
of heavy ion injections relatively close to the cusp during its
mission. However, three of them (orbits #2385, #2394, and
#7922; locations are shown in Fig. 2) are found inside the
CPS, and are completely away from the cusp. The last one is
the present observation. Hence, we do not know at present if
it is related to the cusp at all.

Another problem in associating this heavy ion injection
with the cusp O+ observed by FAST (McFadden et al., 2003)
is that the oxygen energy is lower than the proton energy
(both at 13:27:30 UT) contrary to the common cases ob-
served by FAST. Therefore, we should also consider other
explanations, for example: drifted ions from the nightside;
escaping ionospheric ions reflected at the high-altitude cusp;
or escaping ions from the opposite hemisphere. At present,
we cannot identify the source mechanism and the source re-
gion for this specific case. The energy ratio of these heavy
ions (0.2–1 keV) and the SPI at 13:28:30 UT (0.1–0.3 keV) is
about 3 and is quite different from the energy ratio of 15–20
during the mono-energetic heavy ion injection (13:31:30 UT)
discussed in the previous subsection.

It is rather puzzling that Freja did not detect the clear O+
injection that FAST detected during magnetic storms. Here
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Fig. 6. Ion and electron spectrogram for Freja orbit 1103 (28 December 1992) in the same format as Fig. 1, except that we have three extra
panels, one (third panel) showing 10–100 keV electrons (the same pitch angles for ions), and the other two showing heavy ions from sectors
covering the upward direction (last second panel) and the downward direction (last panel) during a spin.Kp=6−: this is one of the strongest
magnetic storms during the Freja operation period.

are some possible explanations for this FAST-Freja discrep-
ancy:

1. If the oxygen energy inside the cusp during mag-
netic storms is higher than the upper energy thresh-
old of Freja, we see O+ only with FAST. This is pos-
sible if the cusp O+ is of ring-current origin escap-
ing through the dayside magnetopause into the magne-
tosheath. McFadden et al. (2003) showed one example
with 10 keV O+, one example with 1.5 keV O+ and one
example of several keV O+, but no statistics of the en-
ergy distribution.

2. If mirror reflection and charge-exchange loss between
the Freja altitude (1700 km) and the FAST altitude is
more important for O+ than for H+, most of O+ disap-
pears before it reaches the Freja altitude.

3. If thermalization between the FAST altitude and the
Freja altitude is very strong, H+ at the Freja altitude
can be registered in a wide energy range, making the
high fluxes of H+ spill over the O+ channel in Freja,

while H+ and O+ are separated in energy at the FAST
altitude.

4. O+ can also contaminate the H+ channel. If such an
effect appears only in Freja, we cannot single out the
O+ signature from the widespread H+ signature.

5. It could also be that strong O+ injection occurs only for
special magnetic storms.

At present we have no answer to the FAST-Freja discrep-
ancy. To solve this, we need another low-altitude satellite
(<2000 km) with a mass-resolving ion spectrometer with
high energy (1E/E<10%) and pitch-angle (<10 deg) reso-
lution over the energy range of 0.1 to 40 keV/charge and full
pitch-angle range, and with spillover suppression (e.g. coin-
cidence techniques).

3.3 Multiple heavy ion dispersion event

Figure 6 shows another unusual dayside event: multiple
heavy ion dispersions on 28 December 1992 (orbit #1103)
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during a major magnetic storm (see Fig. 4b for geomag-
netic indices). The satellite traversed from the morning sec-
tor (8 MLT) to the evening sector (17 MLT) over the North-
ern Hemisphere. The energetic electron data (this was avail-
able during first few months of the mission) shows intensi-
fication of unstructured thermal 102 keV electrons at 18:49–
18:54 UT, indicating that this is probably the outer radiation
belt. In the lower panels of the figure where the blow-up data
between 18:49:30–18:53:00 UT are presented for the oxy-
gen channel, we also included data from sectors that cover
the field-aligned upward direction (last second panel) and the
field-aligned downward direction (last panel).

One can recognize two outstanding features in the heavy
ion channel: one is the wedge-like dispersed structure of
trapped oxygen at around 18:47 UT (52–58 CGLat) far equa-
torward of the auroral region, and the other is the overlap-
ping and diverging energy-time dispersions (weak dispersion
earlier and strong dispersion later) at around 18:50 UT (61–
65 CGLat) which is probably inside the radiation belt. The
former has been reported in Yamauchi et al. (1996a, 2005),
and this type of energy-latitude dispersion can be understood
as a signature of drifting ions several hours after the substorm
injections (Ebihara et al., 2001).

The latter event (18:50 UT) is the one we discuss here.
Between 18:50:10 UT and 18:52:30 UT, we see multiple in-
jections (downward direction is more intense than upward
direction) with different dispersion strength. Meanwhile, the
proton channel showed very low counts during this interval,
indicating that this is exclusively a heavy ion (O+ or N+)
phenomenon.

There are three dispersions visible at 18:50:10 UT (from
0.56 keV to 0.13 keV in 2 spins or 12 s), 18:50:25 UT (from
1.0 keV to 0.24 keV in 4 spins or 24 s), and 18:50:40 UT
(from 2.4 keV to 0.32 keV in 13–14 spins or 75 s). From
these dispersion curves, one can obtain the time-of-flight (for
fixed pitch angles) as 10 s, 25 s, and 45 s, indicating that
the start times of all these dispersions fall within 18:49:55–
18:50:00 UT, i.e. a simultaneous starting time for all injec-
tions. Such a converging multiple dispersion was never ob-
served again in more than 2 years of Freja operation. The
time-of-flight distance is estimated to be less than 1000 km.

The dispersed ions are detected rather in the oblique di-
rection than in the downgoing direction (perpendicular com-
ponent is larger than parallel component), and furthermore
they are detected mainly during one of two half-spin periods.
In other words, these ions are highly non-gyrotropic. This
is quite different from the ordinary injection events. Since
the oxygen gyrofrequency at the Freja altitude is of the or-
der of one hundred Hz, the time-of-flight calculated above is
long enough for phase-mixing through instabilities to make
the injection gyrotropic. This is not the case with the ob-
served injection event. Then one might question if it is really
an injection event. Since perpendicular heating is commonly
observed by Freja (Eliasson et al., 1994), this event could
also be one special form of heating signature regardless of
its low latitude (61 CGLat) and downgoing flux. Actually,
one can recognize intensive wave activity during this event.

Electromagnetic wave activities and ion heatings are gener-
ally strongly related (Andre et al., 1998).

However, interpreting this event as a wave signature has
difficulties. In addition to its downgoing flux, the non-
gyrotropic distribution can hardly be explained by wave the-
ory. The non-gyrotropic distribution with downgoing flux in-
stead suggests that: 1) perpendicular convection (of the entire
plasma) is extremely large (comparable to the perpendicular
O+ velocity, i.e. nearly 100 km/s), 2) the source of the in-
jection is very close within a distance corresponding to only
several to several tens gyro period (no more than 1 s for O+,
i.e. less than 100 km), or 3) the anisotropy of the source dis-
tribution was maintained during its travel for nearly a minute.
The source pitch-angle distribution must be very anisotropic
(beam-like) in all cases.

The first possibility (fast convection) is very unlikely be-
cause we did not detect any signature of such a fast con-
vection in the field data or proton data. However, we have
no means of eliminating the other possibilities. Let us point
out that the difference in the dispersion curve means that the
mean pitch angles of the beam-like sources are quite differ-
ent for the three injections, although all three dispersions are
composed of particles with large pitch angles (45∼90 deg).
In other words, the source distribution could have three peaks
at different pitch angles if three injections come from the
same region, i.e. for the third possibility. In this case, at least
the second and the third dispersion must be dominated by
the perpendicular component, which is consistent with the
observation.

Thus, the pitch-angle anisotoropy is consistent with injec-
tion from a single source at a given time, although it is also
quite possible that three injections have simultaneous but
separated sources very close to the spacecraft (<100 km dis-
tance). If this event originates from a single source, a sudden
localized energization of dense oxygen should have taken
place within 1000 km distance from the spacecraft. In ei-
ther case the short source distance makes it difficult for other
spacecraft (e.g. Viking and FAST) to detect this type of phe-
nomenon, although they carry mass-resolving ion spectrom-
eters. It is also difficult to observe the phenomenon using the
ground magnetometers if it really is localized energization
because the nearest station, Victoria (49 GGLat, 137 Long)
is more than 1000 km away from the footpoint. The ground
magnetometer indeed did not show any specific intensifica-
tion.

4 Summary and conclusions

We have surveyed almost the entire hot plasma data
(1992.10–1994.10) from Freja for heavy ion injection events.
Although the satellite inclination (63◦) reduces the chance of
covering the dayside polar cap boundary, the nightside pref-
erence of heavy ion injections is well demonstrated by the
Freja data. We have also reported unusual heavy ion events
in the dayside during major magnetic storms.
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1. On 21 February 1994, a mono-energetic heavy ion
injection (decreasing energy-time dispersion) was ob-
served at 13 MLT followed by proton injections with
the same velocity (mass ratio is 15–20). These heavy
ions are most likely oxygen (O+). The time-of-flight
distance is 1 Re and the velocity-filtered source dis-
tance is more than 10 Re. The southern dayside iono-
sphere is the most probable source because the strongly
dawnward IMF during this period could have moved the
southern cusp near the conjugate point of the injection
region. The exact mechanism that provides the energy
and mass filter is unknown.

2. On 28 December 1992, an overlapping heavy ion in-
jection in an oblique non-gyrotropic direction was ob-
served in the middle of the outer radiation belt. The
diverging dispersion and the pitch-angle distribution in-
dicate a sudden localized anisotropic energization of
dense oxygen near (<1000 km) and above the space-
craft, although we cannot tell if different injections
come from a single source or from several sources with
a simultaneous start time. In the case of the single
source, the source distribution must be very anisotropic
with at least 3 sharp peaks at different pitch angles. The
generation mechanism is completely unknown.
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